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Objectives

Use quantitative methods (topic modeling, clustering,

visualisation strategies) for Literature / Culture Studies

Describe (self-)fashioning of Russian authors online and

show how the Web influences (Russian) literature

Coin theory of (auto-)biographical practices to untangle the

web the so-called Runet (= russian-language section of

WWW) weaves between literature, dialogue and technology

Corpus

37 blogs / SNS profiles by 31 well-known Russian authors,

e.g. Akunin, Lukianenko, Goralik, Bykov, Grishkovets,

Limonov, Kudriasheva, Polozkova, Tolstaia

Platforms: Livejournal (LJ), Facebook, Twitter, Vkontakte,

Odnoklassniki, Instagram, Telegram

78,268 texts with 17,816,195 words

12 years (from 16 Feb 2002 until 31 Dec 2014)

31 Different Visual Strategies: Authors’ Avatars

Methodology: Three Ways of Reading
Hayles, N. K. “How We Read: Close, Hyper, Machine”, ADE Bulletin 150 (2010), 62–79.

Machine Reading

Topic modeling (50 topics) with Gensim
Each blog represented by its topic distribution

Visualisation: Isomap

K-Means clustering suggests groups

Result: Corpus map

Also possible: Plot topics over time

Hyper Reading

Machine reading suggests three groups

Skim reading selected texts suggests that

these groups have different foci: politics,

everyday life, literature

Topics differ across groups, e.g. texts

describing people are more present in literary

subcorpus:

Each group is analysed individually to identify

common traits in (self-)fashioning

Political blogs are all about sincerity, everyday

life blogs focus on private / professional life,

and literary blogs let literary texts speak for

themselves, avoiding (self-)fashioning of

authors

Following this findings, three authors are then

selected for close reading: Akunin, Goralik,

Kudriasheva

Close Reading

Boris Akunin: author of historical detective

fiction; elaborate literary mystification in style of

19th century; becomes political after Putin’s

re-election in 2010 and feels need to be as

sincere as possible; readers do not follow this

change in (self-)fashioning

Linor Goralik: Poet, performer, programmer;

uses multiple platforms (Livejournal, Facebook,

Twitter, Telegram) to stress different facets of

her online persona; at the same time

self-consistent across platforms (recurring

topics such as flash fiction, little animals, etc.),

loves to engage in creative dialogue with

audience

Alia Kudriasheva: Poet, at first publishes only

poetry online; texts have next to no

(auto-)biographical background, so that readers

can imagine themselves in lieu of lyrical subject;

when Kudriasheva later starts to write

(auto-)biographical entries, her audience

strongly opposes this development and forces

her to keep her main blog ‘poetry only’

politics literature

everyday life

Results

Thesis brings together qualitative and

quantitative reasoning in a book-length

study

Theory of (auto-)biographical practices

explains how author images are created

instead of trying to find out the ‘truth’

Online audience has more influence over

(self-)fashioning of authors

Offline literature in part adopts online

poetics of laconic, short, anecdotic texts

Cleaned-up dataset holds topic distributions

for each blog post (due to copyright

reasons: no original texts)

Data is already historical: some authors

purged their LJ accounts in Apr 2017

Well-documented Jupyter notebooks can be

used to compute and visualize topic models

for own corpus or browse thesis corpus

But: How to publish data and software?
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